Discussion Summary

- Reviewed minutes from 2/24/14 UCCC meeting.
- Review of recent full committee online votes
  - Discussion of PUAD nomination
  - Discussion of tabled ENGL nominations
- Discussion of Review Process for certificate programs
  - Background discussion; policy changes; subcommittee from UCCC to work on definition of certificates
  - Subcommittee volunteers: Lou, Liz, Kelli, Lucy, Susan
- Continued discussion Goal 2.2 interpretations and understandings
  - Interpret 2; discussion of possible matrix; revisions will be presented next meeting

Decisions and Action Items

- Unanimous approval of minutes from 2/24/14 UCCC meeting.
- Unanimous approval of courses receiving 69% UCCC approval.
  - Approved nominations:
    - Goal5_LO1: PUAD_432; JOUR_308
    - Goal4_LO2: ANTH_561; HIST_378

Attendance